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About This Game
The Battle for the Ancient World has Begun!
Centuries before Caesar, Alexander or Philip, the forested hills and rocky coasts of ancient Italy draw cultures from across the
Mediterranean with promises of wealth and prosperity. Bronze-clad hoplites from the powerful Greek city-states set sail across
the Adriatic to carve out bridgeheads of Hellenic culture amongst the native Italic hill tribes, while aggressive bands of Gallic
Skirmishers make the trek South across the Alps in search of fertile new land. And along the marshy banks of the Tiber river, a
small upstart city called Rome battles for independence from the established Etruscan confederacy.
But only one faction can rise to become the greatest empire the Mediterranean has ever seen. Will Rome fulfil its destiny to rule
the ancient world or will history be rewritten to forge a new Etruscan, Gallic, or Greek hegemony!

Command Armies
Direct armies of hoplites and legionaries on the battlefield in paused or real-time. Plot flanking manoeuvres or snap units into
larger formations using intuitive and precise controls.

Manage Resources
Construct and protect your network of farms and supply lines to feed your growing empire, while raiding enemy resources to
weaken them before the final assault.
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Create Worlds
Use the built-in map editor to create your own historical or fantasy worlds and then share them with the community using Steam
Workshop.

25+ Factions
Choose from over 25 factions from 4 unique cultures including the Gallic Celts, Etruscans, Romans, Latins, Samnites, and
Greeks.

Dynamic Campaign
Sack Rome as the Gauls! Relive the Samnite wars! Dynamic objectives adapt to your strategy allowing you to recreate history or
plot your own path to hegemony.

30+ New Units
Command your army in a time when the arms and tactics evolve with every conflict. Tribal warriors must take up the hoplon
shields of their enemies to fight back againt the invading Greeks, while early Roman legions learn to adapt the time-tested
phalanx in order to survive the Gallic assault.

Seamless Map
Campaign from the rocky coasts of Magna Graecia to the fertile valleys of Cisalpine Gaul on an all-new map at 4x the detail of
Hegemony Rome. Use the series' trademark strategic zoom to seamlessly move between the tactical and strategy maps at any
time, maximizing your abilities to inspect, control and manage your growing empire.

Dozens of New Features
Grow your cities, unlock new faction skills, trade resources, purchase slaves, and many more new features make this the most indepth Hegemony game ever!
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Title: Hegemony III: Clash of the Ancients
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Longbow Games
Publisher:
Longbow Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10
Processor: Intel Core i5 processor
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 4 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card
Additional Notes: A 64 bit operating system is required to use the map editor
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Highly amusing game
+ Skill required to balance jumping vs falling to your death
+ Inexpensive
+ Bright, colorful graphics (though blocky)
- Annoying music
- Not much gameplay depth
Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https://youtu.be/NOkkdb0PTUA. I loved the game and Im a big fan of the
soundtrack, hope these guys manage to make another horror game sometime :). Really really boring.. I really love this game
recording software! It's simple to set up and it's easy to use for me! I mostly use this recording software to record my gameplay
for my YouTube channel! It's awesome and it has everything I want in a game recording software. I love it! I definitely
recommend buying this software if you're interested in recording games. :). This is easily one of my favorite VR games and is
perfect for the platform. Extremely well polished and fun, you can tell the devs put a lot of work into this game and they've
made great strides since this started in early access.
The physics feel great and as a tennis player it also feels satisfying. It's not a bad workout too. There is plenty to do and the
sound design is top notch.
I saw a couple reviews here that it hurt their wrists, this really shouldn't be the case as you should swing more like it's a tennis
racket than a ping pong paddle.
Anyway, I highly recommend this one!!!!
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I'm not one to frequently review games, but Solstice is one of those exceptions. It sat on my wishlist for several months until I
bought it almost as an afterthought during a sale and my goodness I'm glad I did! As a gamer who's keen on story I was sucked
right in, with the interesting and dynamic characters, intriguing mystery, and fascinating universe that Moa has created. The art
and music are beautiful and the blend of Arctic wilderness and Arabian architecture is perfect for the atmosphere. And as
someone who also played through Moa's other game, Cinders, I find this game has more replay value as you learn more about
the characters and what's going on behind the scenes with each playthrough.
If you like games big on story and mystery, I highly recommend it.. The game in its very early access state is in essence a space
dog fighting game, with a dynamic combat mechanism already in place. So if all you want to do is fly about on a starry
background fighting pirates, using a range of ships then this is a solid game for you. Although I imagine Empires of creation has
the capabilities of becoming a well-rounded game in the future, however some changes are required. These could include game
objectives, a helper guide for new players and the fixing of some bugs (bugs include game saving\/ may be just my pc). Most
importantly it would be good if there was a way to win\/complete the game (if there is then I have no knowledge of it). I would
definitely recommend this game, or at the very least keep an eye on upcoming updates. I can recommend this game when it is
bought on sale or in a bundle (I bought the Team17 Humble Bundle). I think the game should cost around 5 bucks at most, since
it can be finished in under 10 hours.
The core mechanic is similar to throwing a grenade in a normal Worms game with some twists. After progressing through the
levels the golf ball gets upgrades, which the player can choose from. However, when you get the reverse gravity ball, the game
becomes way too easy.
My opinion, Worms Crazy Golf is an okay single player experience, but for a multiplayer experience, I recommend buying
either Worms Reloaded or Revolution (or both), it\'s much more fun.. Great local multiplayer game with retro gameplay and
design.. I really wanted this game to be better. Plodding, unintuitive, and repetetive. Skip it unless you're out of adventure games
to play.. No clear goal, controls are clumsy, and the "letters" you find in the game are almost impossible to read. I'm glad it was
only ~50 cents on sale but holy smokes. Maybe it gets better a ways in but I'll never know.
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